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Abstract

The massive relevance of large language mod-
els, static, and contextualized word embeddings
in today’s research in NLP implies a need for
accounts of how they process data from the
point of view of the linguist. The goal of
the present article is to frame language mod-
eling objectives in structuralist terms: Word
embeddings are derived from models attempt-
ing to quantify the probability of lexical items
in a given context, and thus can be understood
as models of the paradigmatic axis. This re-
framing further allows us to demonstrate that,
with some consideration given to how to formu-
late a word’s context, training a simple model
with a masked language modeling objective can
yield paradigms that are both accurate and co-
herent from a theoretical linguistic perspective.

1 Introduction

It is a truism to say that field of natural language
processing (NLP) has seen profound changes over
the past decade. The development of static neural
word embeddings, the introduction of contextual-
ized embeddings, and their re-branding as large
language models are as many steps along this tran-
sition, and each have yielded many impressive tech-
nical advancements over the prior state of the art.

It is also a truism to say that this technical
progress stems for the most part from an engineer-
ing culture, and that the concerns stressed as more
prominent in NLP have primarily to do with the
maturing technology of deep learning—much of
the ongoing background discussion in NLP cen-
ters on questions such as scaling up (Sutton, 2019),
or defining tasks to solve and metrics to optimize
(Tedeschi et al., 2023; Ganesh et al., 2023). The
current concerns of NLP pertain not to language,
but to what can be achieved through language.

At the same time, there is a sizable body of work
interested in discovering what aspects of language

are encoded in language models and word embed-
dings alike. Many adopt as their main angle of
research treating language models as or compar-
ing them to language speakers (e.g., Linzen et al.,
2016)—to identify whether they encode some spe-
cific linguistic information (e.g., Hewitt and Man-
ning, 2019; Chi et al., 2020); contrast these models
with what actual speakers do (Bender and Koller,
2020); or characterize what they can and cannot
capture (Merrill et al., 2022; Bouyamourn, 2023).

Underlying all this work on evaluating NLP mod-
els is the linguistic framework they are instances
of—namely, distributional semantics. Tackling this
subjects are technical accounts and surveys (a.o.,
Lenci, 2018), pieces discussing their usefulness to
theoretical linguistics (e.g., Boleda, 2020), works
underscoring the theoretical limitations of distribu-
tional models (e.g., Emerson, 2020), historical re-
views of how this framework has evolved (Brunila
and LaViolette, 2022). Yet, conceptual discussions
of the distributional framework itself are surpris-
ingly hard to find: Proposed extensions of distribu-
tional semantics more often than not focus on in-
corporating extraneous elements from more strictly
formalized frameworks (e.g., Baroni et al., 2014;
McNally, 2017; Herbelot and Copestake, 2021),
rather than conceptualizing and formalizing distri-
butional methods in and of themselves. This fact
is all the more surprising once we factor in that the
impressive successes of modern language models
are achieved through purely distributional means.

In this paper, we build upon Sahlgren (2008),
Gastaldi (2021) and Gastaldi and Pellissier (2021),
who keenly analyzes the links between word em-
beddings, distributional semantics and structural-
ism. We argue here that systems trained on lan-
guage modeling objectives can be understood in
structuralist terms as models of the paradigmatic
axis. Sahlgren, Gastaldi and Gastaldi and Pellissier
also stress the link between structuralism and distri-
butionalism. Unlike Sahlgren and Gastaldi, we do
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not conflate distributional models with vector space
semantics; and whereas Gastaldi and Pellissier con-
nect paradigms and word embeddings through a
reformalization of the concept of paradigm with the
explicit goal of deriving structural representations,
we argue that there is an obvious and immediate
link between the language modeling objective and
a paradigmatic axis and that this relationship can
be attested empirically.

We first include a short historical account of dis-
tributionalism and a more substantiated description
of our suggested framework for embeddings and
language models in Section 2. We then provide
empirical demonstrations of how basic linguistic
considerations can shape the properties observed
in language models in Section 3.

2 Language models and paradigms

We first start by gathering here some key elements
of structuralist theory to provide the reader with
all the relevant context; more thorough accounts
can be found in Brunila and LaViolette (2022),
Sahlgren (2008) and Gastaldi (2021).

Structuralism and the paradigmatic dimension
of language. The birth of structuralism in linguis-
tic is usually attributed to Saussure (1916). One
chief concern underpinning it is the study of lan-
guage for language’s sake (Gastaldi, 2021), which
it achieves by making its central object of study
the structure of the language. In short, the struc-
turalist program, as framed by Saussure (1916),
involves the following tenets: (i) that a language
has a structure relating sound and meaning; (ii)
that this structure can be established by isolating
the signs of this language; and (iii) that to isolate
signs, one needs to show that variation in sound (or
meaning) entails variation in meaning (or sound).

Signs can be related to one another in a variety
of ways; one we are especially vested in is that of
a paradigmatic relation, as formalized by Hjelm-
slev (1971). Simply put, words that compete for
the same position in a context are said to form a
paradigm. Consider for instance ex. (1):

(1) I am teaching.

Notice how the word ‘teaching’ could have been
replaced by some other word not attested in ex. (1),
be it ‘writing’, ‘dancing’ or ‘fabulous.’ The rela-
tionship between ‘teaching’ and these other candi-
date words is one “in absentia,” that is, between

terms as members of the sign inventory of a lan-
guage, rather than between terms co-occurring in
a context. This contrasts with relationships that
hold between terms in the same context, usually
referred to as “syntagmatic”—consider for instance
how in ex. (1) the word ‘I’ is necessary because of
how it relates to the word ‘am,’ that is to say, this
relationship holds “in praesentia.”

The notion of paradigm found in Hjelmslev
(1971) builds upon Saussure’s (1916) conception
of associative series: Saussure highlights that we
can associate series of words based on whether
they share common formal elements (‘teaching’,
‘teaches’, ‘teacher’, ‘teach’, ... ), have similar
meanings (‘teaching’, ‘learning’, ‘education’, ...),
or display formal similarities by happenstance
(‘teach’, ‘peach’, ‘beach’, ...). As noted by van
Marle (1984), this entails that Saussure’s (1916)
view is “that the paradigmatic dimension of lan-
guage is simply highly indefinite and undetermined”
(p. 12). The position we defend here is that a
fruitful application of the structuralist concept of
paradigms or series to modern NLP only requires
a Hjelmslevian take on paradigms. In practice, we
will consider a paradigm to be a relationship in
absentia between terms that are equally syntagmat-
ically constrained.

Distributionalism. Distributionalism is a spe-
cific strand of American structuralism best exempli-
fied by the figures of Bloomfield and Harris. Their
main contribution to structuralism is a deeper focus
on what the study of co-occurrences of items (be
they signs, words, morphemes or phonemes) and
their distributional regularities can highlight.

Harris, in particular, had a keen interest in for-
malizing linguistics as an empirical, objective sci-
ence, for which he deemed imperative that obser-
vations be carried out as methodically as possible
(Léon, 2011). A seminal example was provided in
Harris (1954), where he argued that the analysis
of co-occurrences of linguistic elements suffices to
establish a structural description of a language.

One notion of interest in Harris’s work is that of
distributionally substitutable elements: It consists
in the iterative and methodological construction of
sets of predictably interchangeable words. To take
a concrete example, consider the context:

(2) On , the office is open from
9AM through 5PM.

Across a large corpus analysis, we expect that we
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might attest several possible nouns referring to days
of the week in the position left blank in ex. (2)—but
nothing else. If, across all contexts we encounter
them, these words are in fact substitutable, we can
group them into a substitution set. This process can
be iterated: For instance, if we have already estab-
lished that days of the week form a substitution set,
we can consider examples such as

(3) The university is closed this Wednesday.

(4) The library is closed this Sunday.

Here, the contexts of the terms (underlined) can be
equated as their differences only involve variation
within a substitution set; which would therefore al-
low us to group the terms ‘university’ and ‘library’
in another substitution set. Remark that elements
in a substitution set correspond to different paradig-
matic choices (Sahlgren, 2008): In other words,
distributional substitutablity is an operationaliza-
tion of the concept of paradigmatic relationships
based on the distributions of words in context.

Vector space semantics and distributional se-
mantics models. One early key success of the
distributionalist approach was the discovery that
distributional similarity correlates well with word
similarity judgments (Rubenstein and Goodenough,
1965). This is often referred to as the distributional
hypothesis: similar words will occur in similar
contexts.1 This novel perspective eventually gave
rise to distributional semantics, the field studying
how (word) distribution differences correlates with
(word) meaning differences. However, to make
good of this insight, one hurdle to overcome was
the computational challenges entailed by a distribu-
tional analysis of an entire corpus. The advent of
vector-based means of representing linguistic items
(Salton et al., 1975; Landauer and Dumais, 1997)

1Harris himself was fundamentally invested in not rely-
ing on meaning and speaker cognition in linguistics (Brunila
and LaViolette, 2022), and conceived distributional as strictly
distinct from (though correlated with) meaning. This sheds
an interesting light on literature surrounding the cognitive
plausibility of distributional accounts of language (Miller and
Charles, 1991; Landauer and Dumais, 1997; Mandera et al.,
2017). Harris’s position is fundamentally at odds with many
of the more successful and better studied linguistic frame-
works: In particular, Chomsky (1965) frames linguistic as a
branch of psychology, which has to be understood as a depar-
ture from distributionalism and structuralism. In that respect,
approaches attempting to reconcile generativism and distribu-
tionalism (e.g., Baroni et al., 2014; Herbelot and Copestake,
2021), have to be put in the light of the distributional seman-
tics enterprise, and have to be understood as departures from
the purely distributional approach of Harris (1954).

provided the means necessary to carry out distribu-
tional analyses at this scale. As a result, modern ex-
positions of distributional semantics often conflate
vector space semantics and distributional models
(e.g., Lenci, 2018; Boleda, 2020; though not al-
ways, e.g., Erk, 2012). The relation between vector
representations and distributional analyses is, how-
ever, of a contingent nature—while the usefulness
of high-dimensional space for semantic representa-
tions was established early on in computationally
oriented research communities (Salton et al., 1975;
Schütze, 1992), this need not be the sole means by
which a distributional analysis can be carried out.

The language modeling objective(s). If vector
space models and distributional models should not
be conflated, why then should the current spate
of embedding and language models be construed
as distributional models? A number of the neural
models that are discussed in NLP—and in particu-
lar most embedding and language models—are de-
rived from word–context co-occurrences. In prac-
tice, they try to quantify the probability of a term
given its context, or formally:

p(t|c) (1)

where t corresponds to a target term, and c stands
for a context. What constitutes a term and a context
can in principle vary quite a lot: Contexts have
been defined by means of sentences, documents,
paragraphs, or syntactic trees; whereas terms have
been defined either as word, or increasingly com-
monly as word-pieces, and may or may not factor
in spelling information.

Models that do not directly capture the above
often instead compute a related quantity, or an
information-theoretic variant thereof. For instance,
while the CBOW objective of Mikolov et al. (2013)
is explicitly eq. (1), the counterpart skip-gram ar-
chitecture instead models p(c|t); moreover, in prac-
tice, the exact objectives used to trained word2vec,
the negative sampling and hierarchical softmax ob-
jectives, differ from eq. (1). Note however that the
former is simply a reformulation of the probabil-
ity definition, whereas the latter has already been
the subject of much analysis, starting with Levy
and Goldberg (2014) who related it to PMI-based
models. Looking at more recent works, it is also
straightforward to identify the masked language
modeling introduced by Devlin et al. (2019) as
an instance of eq. (1); it also corresponds to the
sentinel-based objective of T5 architectures (Raffel
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et al., 2020); whereas the ELECTRA architecture
of (Clark et al., 2020) is explicitly linked to the neg-
ative sampling objective. As for causal language
models, it can be identified as a formulation of the
usual autoregressive objective p(wi|w<i).

In short, many neural and non-neural NLP sys-
tems, as they can be construed as word generators
conditioned on other text, fall within the scope of
eq. (1). That similar objectives have been used to
develop the most prominent tools across the last
decade, from static word embeddings to language
models,2 appears an obvious consequence of the
very limited amount of annotations necessary to
set up this objective: The sole requirement is that
terms be identified within their context—i.e., that
the corpus be presegmented in linguistic units.

A definition of distributional models. In what
follows, we consider a distributional model to be
any system that satisfies the following criteria:

(i) given a context, it produces a distribution of
terms, following eq. (1);

(ii) this distribution is derived from corpus data;

(iii) this distribution is applicable beyond the cor-
pus data it was derived from.3

One could consider, as a fourth criterion, requir-
ing that the context does not contain the term—out
of concern that the probability p(t|c) would degen-
erate to assigning 1 to the attested term t and 0 to
all other terms. Such a case can only occur if the
context is itself segmented (or segmentable) in lin-
guistic units. Document models (e.g., Salton et al.,
1975; Landauer and Dumais, 1997) would be ruled
out by this fourth criterion.

Distributional models are models of the paradig-
matic axis. This can be established by consider-
ing the following three facts.

First, that the language modeling objective is
fundamentally ambiguous: While it is reasonable
to expect that a well-formed model of eq. (1) tends

2One family of models conspicuously absent are those
trained with human feedback, such as ChatGPT.

3This third criterion might seem somewhat trivial, but it
both reflects the actual practices of the community that builds
said models (assessing generalization capabilities on held-
out data is a central tenet of the NLP methodology), and
constitutes a departure from strict corpus-based accounts of
distributional semantics, including Harris (1954) as well as
more recent developments. For instance, Baroni et al. (2014)
state (p. 247) that “the meaning of content words lies in their
distributions over large spans of texts.”

to assign greater probabilities to the terms that are
indeed attested in their respective contexts, this ex-
pectation is however defeasible, since speakers may
elect to use terms that are less common or surpris-
ing. Consequently, a model will assign non-zero
probability scores to words other than the actual
attested term: If we were to provide ex. (2) to a
language model, we would not expect it to assign
all its mass to a single term (say “Tuesday”) as
some other terms could also fit this context (unless
we are faced with an acute case of overfitting).

Second, that the model’s learned distribution
should be syntagmatically (and semantically) con-
strained. If we assume our distributional model
assigns probabilities in a manner that reflects what
humans are likely to produce, then, while we might
expect some fundamental ambiguity between pos-
sible terms, this ambiguity is not absolute. Going
back to what a model would do of ex. (2), we can
strongly conjecture that its probability mass would
indeed be accumulated on a narrow class of terms,
including mostly days of the weeks. Words belong-
ing in this class will necessarily share a number of
semantic traits—since by construction all of them
are equally adequate in this context, they also have
to be semantically compatible with it: In short, the
relationship between terms described by the con-
textual distribution in eq. (1) should in principle
capture some aspect of their semantics, as per the
distributional hypothesis. We can also point out
that the distribution for this context ought to char-
acterize determiners as much more unlikely than
nouns, i.e., this contextual constraint is not just
semantic in nature, but rather syntagmatic.

Third, that the learned distribution is a relation-
ship in absentia. Which actual term t is attested
in a given context c is in fact somewhat irrelevant,
as we are dealing a distribution over ambiguous
terms. The relation between the output probability
distribution and the attested word is thus only a
loose indicator of our model’s validity. What we
really expect of a language model is that it properly
encodes the underlying ambiguity of possible terms
in a manner that is coherent with the syntagmatic
constraints of the context. As a consequence, the
probability distribution therefore encodes a rela-
tionship between abstract terms that compete for
a given position, and not the relation between the
one attested term and its context.

In short, the objective of eq. (1) entails (i) associ-
ating a series of ambiguous terms (ii) with similar
semantics constrained by the syntagmatic relation-
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ships encoded in the context (iii) as a relationship
in absentia. Thus, the output probability distribu-
tion of a language model describes a relationship
between words that is conceptually similar to Saus-
sure’s (1916) associative series, Hjelmslev’s (1971)
paradigms and Harris’s (1954) distributionally sub-
stitutable elements—or more simply put, distribu-
tional models are models of the paradigmatic axis.4

Connections with prior works. That word em-
bedding models are related to the structuralist con-
cept of a paradigmatic axis is not an entirely novel
idea: Sahlgren (2008) already identified that some
(non-neural) word embedding models, especially
those which define contexts as windows of words
around the target term, instantiate paradigmatic re-
lations. A very similar connection between distribu-
tional models and paradigms was also established
by Gastaldi and Pellissier (2021), but they do not
equate the model’s objective with the structuralist
concept. Instead, Gastaldi and Pellissier identify
paradigms as a supplementary construct to explain
why specific terms co-occur across varied contexts.
Their notion of paradigms departs from the usual
structuralist concept in two ways: (i) they propose
to formalize paradigms by means of syntactic, in-
formational and characteristic content; and (ii) they
explicitly formulate paradigms as sets (rather than
terms that may be more or less directly associated)
that can exhibit some form of hierarchical subclass
structure. These theoretical additions are more than
justified when considering what they yield: some
means of deriving a linguistic structure from pure
distributional analysis. However, they also obfus-
cate the relationship between language modeling
objectives and paradigms, which limits the applica-
bility of their conception of paradigmatic relation
as an analytical tool for modern NLP systems.

It is worth stressing that the objective eq. (1) also
entails some differences with respect to the tradi-
tional notion of a paradigm. In particular, the inclu-
sion of a term in an associative series is quantified
by the probability assigned to it through eq. (1).
While this is in line with the “highly indefinite
and underdetermined” view of Saussure (1916),
this also starkly contrasts with later developments
of this concept—chief of which Harris’s (1954)—

4It is tempting to include syntagmatic relations in what
distributional models describe (e.g., Sahlgren, 2008). Yet syn-
tagmatic relations are expected to hold between words in the
context, given as input. A more appropriate characterization
would be that they constrain paradigmatic series: Syntagmatic
relations are implicitly captured to explicitly model paradigms.

where for any term we may say whether or not it
is part of a paradigm. Distributional models, in
contrast, construe the relevance of a term to a spe-
cific paradigm as a matter of fuzzy set membership:
Some terms are more likely members than others.

3 Empirical confirmation

While the notion that systems designed to satisfy
the language modeling objective are models of the
paradigmatic axis is an appealing one, we still re-
quire some empirical confirmation of its validity.

Our approach will be as follow: train neural net-
works with a language modeling objective; and
then verify whether their output distributions over
terms describe reasonable paradigms. To showcase
whether this re-framing of language models as mod-
els of the paradigmatic axis can be helpful to the
linguist, we can also discuss whether manipulating
what linguistic information is provided as context
modifies performances in a theoretically coherent
way. In practice, our focus will be on positional
information: This has been one of the features sep-
arating static embedding models such as word2vec
from contextual embedding models such as BERT,
and we can strongly expect that models where con-
text is captured as a bag-of-word yield much less
accurate representations of the paradigmatic axis
than models that properly factor word order. Very
relevant prior work by Sinha et al. (2021) already
found this positional information to be necessary
for high downstream performances.

A direct comparison of off-the-shelf static and
contextual embedding models is somewhat mean-
ingless to our particular endeavor, since they vary
on many aspects—including but not limited to
the data they have been trained on, the number
of parameters they contain and the complexity of
the computations they perform. As such, we will
start by describing in Section 3.1 two closely re-
lated architectures for position-aware and position-
agnostic language models which we will then train
on the same data, so as to provide a meaningful
comparison of their outputs in Sections 3.2 and 3.3.

3.1 Architectures

To facilitate our empirical investigation of whether
language modeling objectives lead to models of the
paradigmatic axis, let us lay out a few design re-
quirements as to how our language models should
be conceived. First, to simplify any judgments on
the resulting distributions over terms, it is prefer-
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able to study models trained on data pre-segmented
in words, rather than word-pieces or other types of
linguistic units. Second, it is preferable to keep
the model conceptually simple so that its com-
putations remain interpretable, although it is also
necessary to ensure that the model is expressive
enough to produce non-trivial representations of
the paradigmatic axis. Third, the model needs to be
lightweight enough to guarantee the replicability
of our experiments. Fourth and last, as we focus on
positional information, we should make sure that
ablating all position information does not require a
massive overhaul of the network.

Factoring in all these design requirements, we
propose two architectures loosely inspired from on
the Transformer architecture (Vaswani et al., 2017),
one position-agnostic and the other position-aware.
In both cases we consider words as terms, contexts
are defined as all other words in a sentence (i.e., we
consider some form of masked language modeling).
Formally, our position-agnostic network can be
described as:

p(ti|c, θ) = softmax
(
W(proj)o

)
(2)

o = ϕ
(
W(out)ϕ (h)

)
(3)

h = softmax

(
q ·KT

√
d

)
V (4)

q = LayerNorm
(
W(query)ϕ (t)

)
(5)

K = LayerNorm
(
W(key)ϕ (X)

)
(6)

V = LayerNorm
(
W(value)ϕ (X)

)
(7)

where W(out) is of shape [d × 2d], W(proj) is of
shape [d × V ] (with V the number of word types
in our vocabulary), and all other matrices of shape
[d × d]; ϕ is a nonlinear activation function. The
input X corresponds to layer-normalized input em-
beddings for the words in the context of the attested
word t, i.e., all tokens t1, . . . , ti−1, ti+1, . . . , tn in
the sentence except for ti:

X = LayerNorm







xt1
...

xti−1

xti+1

...
xtn







(8)

The position-aware model is highly similar to
the position-agnostic model, except that we replace

eq. (5) with

q = LayerNorm
(
W(query)ϕ (pi)

)
(9)

and the input X in eq. (8) is now defined as

X = LayerNorm







xt1 + p1
...

xti−1 + pi−1

xti+1 + pi+1
...

xtn + pn







(10)

In detail, these models are centered on the use of
a scaled-dot attention mechanism (Bahdanau et al.,
2016; Vaswani et al., 2017) as shown in eq. (4):
the hidden representation h in eq. (4) is an average
of the value representations in eq. (7), weighted
by how similar key and query representations are
(eqs. (5), (6) and (9)). Keys and values are com-
puted from the context (eqs. (6) to (8) and (10)),
whereas the query is derived from minimal input in-
formation about the term: In our position-aware ar-
chitecture, this input is simply the index of the term
(eq. (9)); in the position agnostic model, we use a
default input vector t for all terms, learned along
with the other model parameters (eq. (5)).5 To fur-
ther bolster the expressiveness of these language
models, we include specific subnetworks linked to
the computations of keys, values and queries, as
well as a final computation block after the atten-
tion head (eq. (3)) and before projection onto the
vocabulary space (eq. (2)).

As a useful reference point, we also include a
word2vec CBOW model (Mikolov et al., 2013)—
which, while not directly comparable, has been
extensively studied in prior literature. For each
model (including word2vec), we replicate training
with three different seeds. Models are trained on
a corpus of 20M sentences, half of which are sam-
pled from Wikipedia, whereas the other half comes
from BookCorpus (Zhu et al., 2015). Further de-
tails are available in Appendix A.

3.2 Accuracy
The first item we focus on is whether our models
are accurate: How often is the most likely term
according to p(t|c) in fact the one we attest in our
held out evaluation set?

5Using an attention mechanism allows us to dynamically
weight the different value vectors based on the query and
keys’ vectors. This is therefore more expressive than the basic
CBOW scheme of Mikolov et al. (2013), where all context
items are always averaged with equal weights.
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arch. dataset acc. E[p(t|c)]

pos
bookcorpus 0.450± 0.001 0.346± 0.003
wikipedia 0.397± 0.001 0.290± 0.003

nopos
bookcorpus 0.289± 0.001 0.200± 0.002
wikipedia 0.193± 0.000 0.103± 0.002

w2v
bookcorpus 0.033± 0.000 0.003± 0.000
wikipedia 0.033± 0.001 0.005± 0.000

Table 1: Model accuracy and mass assigned to the at-
tested term (average of 3 runs).

Corresponding results are displayed in Table 1,
which lists performances both in terms of accuracy
(the proportion of terms ranked as first by the lan-
guage model) and average probability assigned to
the attested term t, noted E[p(t|c)]. First, metrics
on BookCorpus are always higher than their coun-
terpart on Wikipedia—this likely stems from the
higher average sentence length in the latter, along
with the more diverse vocabulary it uses. None
of the model pass the threshold of 50% accuracy,
suggesting that most of the time, the most proba-
ble term (as ranked by our models) is not in fact
the one we attest in the corpus. Second, we find
a clear distinction between the three models con-
sidered: Word2vec fares significantly worse than
the other two more complex models, but the addi-
tion of position also clearly improves both accu-
racy probability mass metrics as compared to the
position-agnostic model. Third, we can see a fairly
low standard deviation across all three runs—i.e.,
results are generally stable.

Overall, these results suggest a nuanced take:
We do not find these models to be highly accurate,
but we do see some confirmation of our hypothesis
that linguistically informed context (in our case,
positionally informed contexts) fare better.

3.3 Syntagmatic compatibility

It is however worth remembering that model accu-
racy is a flawed metric, and should not serve as a
means of evaluating language models as models of
the paradigmatic axis—since speakers and writers
can and do elect to use unlikely terms. Instead, we
ought to look at whether the words highlighted as
relevant for a paradigm are compatible with the
syntagmatic constraints of its context. As a simpli-
fied first step towards answering this, we consider
looking at part of speech information: If the term
we attest in our context is a noun, we should ex-
pect that the most likely terms according to p(t|c)

should all be nouns.6

A first technical question to solve, then, con-
cerns how to establish which set of likely terms one
should focus on: Given that paradigms retrieved
from language models are probabilistic in nature,
we need some means of deciding which words to
rule in or out of a paradigmatic set. In practice,
we need some manner of restricting the output vo-
cabulary to the most likely terms. In the present
work, we consider two simple approaches. The
first consists in simply taking the top k = 10 most
likely terms according to the model. The second,
consists in using conformal prediction sets (CPS;
Vladimir Vovk, 2005), a principled way of select-
ing a subset of the possible output terms so as to
guarantee a coverage of N = 80%. Simply put, a
coverage of 80% entails that that selected subsets
each have 80% chances of containing the attested
term. In practice, we use a least-ambiguous set-
valued classifier method (Sadinle et al., 2019): We
(i) measure the probability mass assigned to each
attested term on a held out calibration set; (ii) com-
pute the 1 − N th quantile q of these probability
scores; and (iii) build sets from term distributions
p(t|c) by considering all values above that thresh-
old quantile q, or T = {t′ : p(t′|c) ≥ q}. Assum-
ing symmetry and iid. between test and calibration
data, the probability of the attested term t should
be greater than q for N% of the test examples, and
thus included in T with a likelihood of N%.

Having decided on how to select paradigm sub-
sets, we can now turn to a second technical ques-
tion: how to measure whether terms in a paradigm
have the correct part-of-speech. POS-tagging sys-
tems that rely on full sentences to label words are
not suitable to our purposes, since they could bias
the labeling of terms in a paradigm towards the part-
of-speech of the attested term by sheer virtue of the
syntagmatic constraints of the context. Instead, our
inquiry requires a context-independent means of
establishing possible parts-of-speech for selected
terms. We therefore fall back to a lexical resource—
namely Wiktionary, owing to its large coverage;

6It is perhaps more common to evaluate distributional mod-
els on semantic tasks, given the distributional hypothesis ex-
pects contextual similarity to be linked to semantic similar-
ity (Rubenstein and Goodenough, 1965; Miller and Charles,
1991; Hill et al., 2015). We depart from this tradition as this
aspect of distributional representations seems to be somewhat
consensual. While assessing the POS-tagging capabilities of
language and embedding models alike has been studied ex-
tensively prior to this work (e.g., Elman, 1990; Lenci et al.,
2022), little has been done to study whether the full output
distribution of a language model is syntagmatically coherent.
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method arch. dataset % valid POS

baseline
bookcorpus 47.135
wikipedia 47.385

CPS

pos
bookcorpus 87.250± 0.207
wikipedia 84.087± 0.239

nopos
bookcorpus 76.895± 0.198
wikipedia 71.981± 0.093

w2v
bookcorpus 60.337± 0.097
wikipedia 60.775± 0.079

Top 10

pos
bookcorpus 81.929± 0.254
wikipedia 80.490± 0.367

nopos
bookcorpus 72.074± 0.180
wikipedia 68.820± 0.233

w2v
bookcorpus 71.961± 0.111
wikipedia 71.551± 0.058

Table 2: Proportion of syntagmatically compatible likely
paradigm terms, according to the POS tag of the attested
term (average of 3 runs).

we rely on the English RDF parse by Sérasset and
Tchechmedjiev (2014). This wide coverage, how-
ever, comes at the expense of leniency and accuracy.
We therefore consider as a baseline using the full
vocabulary as a paradigm subset: This gives us a
strict lower bound for model performances. For
simplicity, we ignore terms (both attested and in
the paradigms) for which we find no Wiktionary
entry; any term in a given paradigm is counted as
syntagmatically compatible as long as one of its
reported parts of speech could match one of the re-
ported parts of speech of the attested term. We then
report the average proportion of paradigm members
that are syntagmatically compatible.

An overview of the corresponding results is dis-
played in Table 2. A few key observations need to
be made. First, we can take notice of the very high
lower bound suggested by our baseline—this can
be explained in part by the leniency of our proce-
dure as well as the noisiness of the POS-tag inven-
tory derived from Wiktionary, although the categor-
ical flexibility exhibited by the English lexicon may
also play a role. We also highlight that all our ex-
periments are clearly on average more compatible
than this baseline—suggesting that, although our
methodology suffers from its limitations, we can
observe some evidence that the language modeling
objective corresponds to establishing linguistically
meaningful paradigms.

Furthermore, we see that terms in paradigms
are generally more syntagmatically compatible

for BookCorpus paradigms rather than Wikipedia
paradigms. This nuances our earlier discussions
with respect to accuracy: Our language models
appear indeed fundamentally less adequate when
it comes to modeling paradigms in Wikipedia.
A wider lexicon might entail a lesser ability to
construct lexically meaningful representations of
paradigmatic distributions: Exposing a language
model to more numerous but rarer words might
lower its average performance.

Lastly, we see that positional information signif-
icantly improves the syntagmatic compatibility of
terms in paradigms. In a few cases, the word2vec
baseline models are comparable to the position-
agnostic language models. This hinges on the cri-
terion used to establish paradigms: Selecting the
top-10 highest probability scores yields less com-
patible sets than the quantile-based conformal set
approach, except for word2vec. This should come
as no surprise, given that the conformal sets are
constructed based on the likelihood of an attested
term. Word2vec models, as shown in Table 1, are
generally not accurate in this regard; in particu-
lar, the probability mass they assign to the attested
term tends to be low. Less accurate models there-
fore yield larger conformal sets, which we expect
to be less syntagmatically compatible. This can be
verified by looking at the average size of the con-
formal prediction sets: While the position-aware
models yield conformal sets containing ≈ 42 terms
in average, and the position agnostic ≈ 285, this
number rises to ≈ 26 441 for wordvec—i.e., more
than a quarter of the vocabulary is included in the
conformal set.

Sizes of the conformal prediction sets can in-
terest us for another reason. We can expect that
conformal prediction sets should be larger when
paradigms can contain more words. In terms of
parts-of-speech, we therefore expect that open
grammatical categories like noun, verbs and adjec-
tives should yield larger sets than closed categories,
such as articles, conjunctions and prepositions.7

An overview of the CPS sizes, broken down per
part-of-speech, is provided in Table 3, along with
the number of relevant conformal sets. Open cate-
gories (verbs, nouns, proper nouns, adjectives) tend
yield the largest sets, whereas closed categories

7Angelopoulos and Bates (2022) suggest that conformal
prediction set sizes can be used as proxies for model uncer-
tainty: A larger conformal set is more ambiguous as to what
the target should be. In short, we expect CPSs to capture
the uncertainty inherent to the ambiguity of different parts of
speech.
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number avg. CPS size
of CPSs w2v nopos pos

adjective 106 908 26 386.5 306.1 46.1
adverb 91 442 26 897.5 297.0 34.7
article 27 229 26 693.2 294.5 21.3
conjunction 28 683 26 840.7 286.8 34.7
determiner 31 388 27 024.4 284.5 30.9
infix 7 26 917.3 314.4 71.0
interjection 30 691 26 765.7 287.9 35.6
noun 241 535 26 443.9 308.6 46.6
numeral 19 047 26 226.1 237.1 22.3
particle 27 708 26 855.1 208.4 19.0
phr. unit 6563 26 832.1 294.3 28.7
postposition 868 26 596.1 316.8 47.9
prefix 1400 26 721.6 82.1 8.2
preposition 80 831 26 824.7 291.5 27.3
pronoun 45 210 26 922.3 277.7 28.7
proper noun 13 776 26 489.7 303.4 42.6
suffix 19 321 26 583.3 297.6 26.7
symbol 19 906 26 414.7 282.0 24.4
verb 159 314 26 489.1 319.0 51.0

all 354 388 26 440.6 285.0 42.0

Table 3: Conformal prediction sets size per part of
speech (averages of 3 runs).

(aside from the two least represented, infixes and
postpositions) yield smaller conformal prediction
sets. In fact, the difference in CPSs sizes between
nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs and proper nouns
vs. those for all other parts of speech is statistically
significant.8

4 Conclusion

In the present article, we have argued that language
models and word embeddings can be understood
through a structuralist lens as models of the paradig-
matic axis, as long as we factor in the inherent am-
biguous nature of language modeling objectives.
We have highlighted how this conception builds
upon prior work (Sahlgren, 2008; Gastaldi, 2021;
Gastaldi and Pellissier, 2021), and where it dis-
tinguishes itself from these prior approaches—in
terms of the range of models it considers, as well
as by explicitly embracing the departures from
the earlier formulations of this structuralist con-
cept. The position we endorse here is to minimize
the assumptions necessary to frame language mod-
els in structuralist terms: With fewer assumptions
comes broader application. In contrast, Gastaldi

8Mann-Whitney U tests: p < 10−32, common-language
effect size f > 0.66 in position-aware models and f > 0.57
in position-agnostic models

and Pellissier’s (2021) position can be understood
as a narrower form of the present argument de-
signed to allow the emergence of structural repre-
sentations of the context—but it is worth asking
whether one should really expect of distributional
models that they yield explicit structural represen-
tations (Rumelhart and McClelland, 1986; Buder-
Gröndahl, 2023).

One crucial point we have left out of our discus-
sion concerns whether purely linguistic paradigms
actually exist. The data we use to train distribu-
tional models are not in fact linguistic in nature,
but sociolinguistic; they encode social variation
and biases, and consequently distributional mod-
els do as well (Bolukbasi et al., 2016; Garg et al.,
2018). We should expect the paradigms that the
language modeling objective obtains to not purely
encode linguistic relationships. As such, it is cru-
cial to evaluate the extent to which we can abstract
away from the sociolinguistic aspect of the training
data.

Hence, one contribution of the present work
is to propose a preliminary empirical verification
of whether this conception of language models
(and therefore word embeddings) as models of the
paradigmatic axis is coherent. To that end, we
have demonstrated how manipulating the linguistic
information in the input contexts of conceptually
simple architectures yields predictable effects, and
how conformal prediction sets can be leveraged to
select paradigm terms in a linguistically meaning-
ful way—in that selected terms are syntagmatically
compatible with the context from which we derive
them.

In the present work, we have striven to provide
a basis that is easy to comprehend and straight-
forward to build upon—which comes at the cost
of our experiments and models being simplistic in
many regards. This work also leaves a number of
research questions open for future inquiries: Do
larger models yield more accurate representations
of the paradigmatic axis? What other linguistic
information should we include or remove from our
contexts? How do these models behave with re-
spect to other pre-segmentations of the training
corpora—and especially the ubiquitous word-piece
segmentations? How can a model of the paradig-
matic axis be leveraged to study other linguistic
phenomena, and what methodological steps should
we take to mitigate its potential lack of accuracy?
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A Implementation details

For the position-aware and position-agnostic mod-
els, we use a latent dimension of d = 256 and a
GELU activation function (Hendrycks and Gim-
pel, 2016). We optimize cross-entropy between the
model output and the attested term at each position,
using the Adam optimization algorithm with decou-
pled weight decay (Loshchilov and Hutter, 2019),
using a learning rate of 0.001, β = (0.9, 0.999),
and a weight decay of 0.01.

Models are trained on a corpus of 20M sentences,
half of which are sampled from Wikipedia, whereas

the other half comes from BookCorpus (Zhu et al.,
2015): These corpora corresponds to the sources
used for training BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), but
the amount of data we consider here is orders of
magnitude lower. We also select 20k sentences
for testing, and 2k for further calibration in Sec-
tion 3.3; likewise, half of the sentences in both
sets are sampled from Wikipedia and half from
BookCorpus. We pre-segment the corpus in words
using nltk (Bird and Loper, 2004), using a vocabu-
lary comprising the 100k most frequent words; we
pre-process all sentences by lowercasing, stripping
accents, and normalizing to the NFKD unicode
norm. Models are trained for one epoch over these
data, by minibatches of 50 sentences truncated to a
maximum length of 128 tokens.

The word2vec baselines are trained on the same
data using a vector size of 100, window of 5, and
5 negative examples per target. For our language
models, training requires 12 to 16h hours on a RTX
3080 GPU, and about half an hour on CPUs for the
word2vec baseline.
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